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THRILL OF
THE HUNT
Star S Ranch
provides a unique
experience

A SUMMER TRADITION
Texas Arts and Crafts Fair
showcases creativity

HONORING MAKERS
Broadband empowers creativity

INDUSTRY NEWS

Rural Connections

Precision agriculture
Rural broadband creates opportunities

BY SHIRLEY BLOOMFIELD, CEO
NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association

Celebrating 65 years

T

his spring telco leaders from across
the country gathered in Washington,
D.C. We met with regulators and
elected officials to not only champion the
success of rural broadband providers who
are expanding their reach with the support of good public policies, but also to
advocate for all the good work our member
companies do.
We also celebrated our strong legacy of
success and commitment to rural America
through service excellence, kicking off
a number of activities that led up to our
big day: On June 1, NTCA–The Rural
Broadband Association celebrated its 65th
anniversary.
While the early rural telephone program
was born out of the rural electrification
program in the mid-1940s, local providers
began to realize that a national organization was needed to represent the unique
needs of those new companies (many of
them cooperatives) that were borrowing
federal dollars to build critical communications services to rural parts of the nation.
On June 1, 1954, NTCA was born.
We have seen many changes in the ensuing 65 years. Membership in NTCA has
grown considerably, with cooperative and
independent telcos serving an ever-expanding portion of the population. Regulations
and funding mechanisms that impact how
communications services are deployed
have changed considerably. And, of course,
the technology and ways people connect
have gone from party lines to broadband.
As a member of NTCA, your telco is
part of a large family that connects homes
and businesses, farms and small towns,
country roads and growing cities across
rural America. And that’s a reason to
celebrate! 
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BY NOBLE SPRAYBERRY

T

he difference between success and failure for those who work in agriculture
is, as it has ever been, small and frequently dependent on unpredictable factors: Too much rain. Not enough rain. Fickle prices. And more.
The goal is to manage the challenges in the best way possible, maximizing opportunity and limiting risk. Increasingly, internet-based technology can better balance
the margin between losses and gains.
A recent report by the U.S. Department of Agriculture made the case for further
extending broadband internet services to rural areas by highlighting the benefits of
fast internet for agribusiness.
The report “Insights on Rural Broadband Infrastructure and Next Generation
Precision Agriculture Technologies” offered a broad look at the possibilities for
broadband to make use of data-driven tools to improve results.
Farmers and ranchers can follow the path of other modern businesses by using
digital tools across the production cycle, according to the report. These new
tools can support decision-making with integrated data. Automation can increase
efficiency. Real-time insight can improve productivity. And entering into global
markets becomes more attainable.
The trend can benefit farmers, ranchers and others in agriculture while also supporting technology companies leveraging these new or expanded markets. In fact,
they have an opportunity to capture a portion of a global digital agriculture market
projected to be between $254 billion and $340 billion.
New tools are needed to help farmers and ranchers better estimate the potential
profit and economic risks associated with growing one particular crop over another.
They may help with decisions about which fertilizer is best for current soil conditions or provide guidance on the best applications for pesticides. There are opportunities to create better water management strategies and to provide ways to use
sensors to monitor animal health and nutrition.
“Connected devices equip farmers with a clear picture of their operations at any
moment, making it possible to prioritize tasks more effectively and to triage the
most pressing issues,” according to the report.
Rural broadband capable of supporting these data-intensive tools makes it all
possible, and the financial potential of the market emphasizes the need to continue
to expand broadband networks throughout the nation. If fully realized, fast internet
services paired with new “precision agriculture” technologies have the potential to
add $47-$65 billion annually to the U.S. economy. 

Lifeline

SERVICE

LIFELINE IS A FEDERAL PROGRAM TO
HELP LOW-INCOME AMERICANS PAY
FOR PHONE OR BROADBAND SERVICE

FAQ:
How much will Lifeline save me?
If you qualify for Lifeline, you will receive a credit of $9.25 each
month on your bill.

What services are covered by this credit?
You have the choice (where applicable) of applying your benefit
to one of three types of service offerings:
• Fixed or mobile broadband
• Fixed or mobile voice-only
• Bundles of fixed or mobile voice and broadband
NOTE: Lifeline can only be used for one source of communication
from the list above.

Can I receive more than one Lifeline credit?
No, consumers are allowed only one Lifeline program benefit per
household.

How do I qualify?
You are eligible for Lifeline benefits if you qualify for and receive
one of the following benefits:
• SNAP
• Medicaid
• Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
• Federal Public Housing Assistance
• The Veteran’s Pension or Survivor’s Pension benefit
Additionally, consumers at or below 135% of the Federal Poverty
Guidelines will continue to be eligible for a Lifeline program
benefit. (State determinations of income will no longer be
accepted.) There are no changes to the eligibility criteria for
Tribal programs.
NOTE: Some states have additional qualifying programs,
allowances and stipulations. Check with your local
telecommunications provider for information about benefits
that may be available in your state.

How do I enroll in the Lifeline program and start
receiving this benefit?
To find out whether you qualify for Lifeline assistance, please visit
www.lifelinesupport.org or call your local telecommunications
provider.
NOTE: Your telephone company is not responsible for determining
who qualifies for these programs or who receives assistance.
Consumers must meet specific criteria in order to obtain
assistance with their local telephone and/or broadband service,
and qualifying is dependent upon government-established
guidelines.

DO YOU
QUALIFY

?

Stay connected with a
Lifeline discount.

Apply today!
Lifeline is a government
assistance program that
can help pay a portion of
your telephone, mobile
phone or internet bill
each month. Consumers
are allowed only one
Lifeline program benefit
per household.
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FROM THE CEO
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Building communities
locally and globally

T

he internet has changed the way we define
community.

Sure, we’ll always have the community where we live. Many of
us have a community of faith through our church or a school community with our kids.
But one of the things people discovered early on with the
internet was the amazing ability to connect to others with similar
interests in an online community. If no one else in your town was
CRAIG COOK
into quilting or vintage motorcycles or jewelry-making, there were
Chief Executive Officer
thousands of enthusiasts online who shared those hobbies.
Unique, long-distance relationships formed during those early
days of group email lists, message boards and online forums.
Whatever our hobbies or interests, many of us have benefited from sharing ideas, swapping
stories and soliciting advice with fellow enthusiasts.
As you’ll read in the pages of this magazine, creative folks like artists, bakers, photographers, carpenters, seamstresses and metalworkers all use broadband to enhance their skills or
to even turn their passions into moneymakers.
Even if your hobbies don’t involve creating anything tangible, your broadband connection
from HCTC has likely helped you find joy in your interests.
There are hundreds of active online communities for gaming, hunting, hiking, gardening,
music, genealogy, sports and more just waiting for new members to plug in. Many of these are
global groups that would be impossible to assemble if not for the reach of broadband networks like ours.
Personally, I’m gratified to know that artisans and craftspeople from our region have a
chance to share work that celebrates our local culture. Through their skill, they hopefully earn
money to support themselves, as well as export our culture to the rest of the country to help
ensure our way of life thrives.
There is more good news for anyone wanting to learn those old ways — or something new.
Whether it’s refinishing furniture, replacing a headlight, or learning to play the trombone,
there are probably videos from experts on YouTube to walk you through the learning process
step by step. This is the kind of skills library that has never before been available. Thanks to
broadband, it’s right at our fingertips.
While I would normally use this space to tout the big-picture societal benefits of broadband
— such as economic development, educational opportunities or telemedicine — I think it’s
important to remember the hundreds of small ways a broadband connection makes our lives a
little better.
Whether you’re learning a new skill or sharing community with fellow enthusiasts, we’re
proud to be the company in the middle that helps you make those connections. 
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HCTC is more than a provider of stateof-the-art telecommunications products
and services. We are a member-owned
cooperative with an elected board of
directors who govern our organization using
our bylaws, member input, and business and
industry conditions to guide their decisions.
We are proud residents of the communities
we serve, and we’re dedicated to not only
providing the best services possible, but doing
so in a way that is ethical, safe and productive
for our friends and neighbors. This institution
is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
Mission Statement: To be the premier
provider of modern telecommunications and
broadband services throughout our region.
Send address corrections to:
HCTC
P.O. Box 768 • 220 Carolyn
Ingram, TX 78025
Telephone: 830-367-5333
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Kari Potter – 634 exchange
President
Randy MacNaughton – 562/589 exchange
Vice President
Kathleen (Kathy) Bohn – 324/995 exchange
Secretary-Treasurer
Willard R. (Randy) Bass – 238 exchange
Edward (Ed) Bastian – 367 exchange
James E. (Jim) Haynie – 640/866 exchange
Dorrie Cooper – 251/258/265/429 exchange
Linda Reagor – 232 exchange
Burt Seidensticker – 324/995 exchange
Stephen Stengel – 669 exchange
Robert (Bob) Trees – 367 exchange
Produced for HCTC by:

On the Cover:
A hunting trip at
Star S Ranch offers
a wide variety of
exotic game animals
from around the
world, including
African bongos.
See story Page 12.
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BroadbandNow Awards
HCTC top honor
HCTC was awarded the 2019 “Top Internet Speeds in Texas” within the small provider
category by BroadbandNow. The purpose of the BroadbandNow provider awards program
is to grant awards to internet providers who display operational excellence across a
range of categories. BroadbandNow uses extensive marketwide datasets, which include
information collected from consumers, ISPs, the FCC, NTIA and more.
“We are honored to have been recognized by BroadbandNow for our operational excellence and infrastructure, which allows us to provide the top internet speeds to rural
Texas,” says HCTC Chief Executive Officer Craig Cook. “As we’ve continued to grow our
footprint via high-speed fiber, smaller towns across Texas are now able to compete at
speeds equivalent to those offered in large metropolitan areas. We’re thrilled to have
been recognized for our work.”

HAPPY 4TH OF JULY
HCTC OFFICES WILL CLOSE ON JULY 4 SO OUR EMPLOYEES
CAN CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAY WITH THEIR FAMILIES.
HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY.

Directors seeking

REELECTION
Three incumbent
directors have
announced they will
run for the following
board of director
positions:
BOB TREES
District #1A — Ingram
DORRIE COOPER
District #5 — Fredonia,
Katemcy, Pontotoc and
Streeter
BURT SEIDENSTICKER
District #6B — Comfort
and Sisterdale
For qualifications to be
nominated, to become
or to remain a director,
please see bylaws
sections 4.3 and 4.4,
hctc.net.

Scholarship winners announced
HCTC AWARDED $1,500 SCHOLARSHIPS TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

COMFORT EXCHANGE
Jillian Albus
Tyler Aldrich
Marissa DeLeon
Rylie Foster
Kennedy Rausch
Ciersten Werner
Madilyn Wilson
HCTC

DOSS
Ashley Hahn
FRIO CANYON
Jordan Jensen

INGRAM
James Collier
Austin Fairchild
Mason Sirianni
Bayli Smith

HUNT
Russ Lambert

KATEMCY
Daphne Kast

MEDINA
Madeleine Emmons
Caitlyn Garrison
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Slip and slide through summer

T

he start of summer means travelers will be flocking to beaches
and lakefronts in droves. When it
comes to enjoying the purity of a dip in
the water, there’s no more exciting way to
do it than by taking the plunge in a water
park that sparkles with fun.
Epic Waters opened in Grand Prairie,
Texas, in 2018 and has since welcomed
more than 400,000 guests from all 50
states, plus 10 foreign countries. They
enjoy the excitement of 13 slides and
other attractions. The water park is
indoors, so winter’s cold or the Texas
heat won’t deter you from a day of
watery fun.
Kristy McCarthy, director of public
relations at Epic Waters, says the most
popular of all features at the park are the
surf machine and the FlowRider, which
offers an everlasting wave for boogie
boarding or for a stand-up surfing experience. Waters on The Lazy River — the
longest such water attraction of its kind in
the state — might appear to be calm, but
don’t be surprised when a wave comes
along. Epic Waters is also home to two
firsts: the Yellow Jacket Drop, an enclosed
serpentine water ride with a jaw-dropping
fall, and The Aquanaut, a double-rider
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inner tube slide. And if you have the
nerve, ride the Lasso Loop, the tallest
water ride in the country with a 70-foot
drop that starts in a capsule and ends with
the floor dropping beneath you into the
water below. It all happens so fast that it’s
over before you know it.
What makes Epic Waters worth a visit?
“We have three first-of-its-kind slides in
the nation,” McCarthy says. “We are the

largest indoor water park under a single
retractable roof in the nation. We are also
part of the Epic Central Campus, which
has a recreation center, an amphitheater
and a facility for people over 50.”
Epic Waters also has a full-service
bar and grill — no outside food allowed
except for those with food allergies.
Daily admission: $17 to $34
Online: epicwatersgp.com. 

The Epic Waters Lazy River is the longest
in Texas. Don’t be surprised if a wave
comes along to push you downriver.

Photos courtesy of Epic Waters.

BY ANNE P. BRALY

CASTAWAY COVE
Wichita Falls, Texas
Online: castawaycovewaterpark.com
Castaway Cove dares divers to take the plunge down the Cliffhanger, a steep 40-foot, death-defying slide that gives riders the
thrill of free-falling and experiencing the force of zero gravity
while oscillating through the valley to the other face of the slide.
Or, if you don’t have the bravado to face the Cliffhanger, take
your turn on Tommy’s Torrent, a 200-plus-foot open slide. Or ride
Annie’s Quest, an open flume that’s 330 feet long.
In need of a little shade? Reserve a cabana — it makes a good
escape from excitement in the water. The cabanas are also nice
places to enjoy lunch picked up from Castaway Cafe or a frozen
pina colada from The Tropical Bar.
This is a small water park, but it offers a lot of fun.
Daily admission: $23.99 (discounts given for children and
seniors)

SCHLITTERBAHN WATERPARK

The Yellow Jacket Drop at Epic Waters
thrills riders as the slide goes in and
out of the building, rain or shine.

Schlitterbahn has the distinction of being the first-ever water
park to open in the Lone Star State, and it also lays claim
to being the largest in Texas. With four Texas locations, you
have your pick of fun and excitement in central Texas — New
Braunfels or a little farther south in Galveston.
Galveston
A 1-mile river connects three sections where you’ll find highspeed slides, a body slide, raft rides and the world’s tallest water
coasters. Daily admission: $40.99 to $52.99.
New Braunfels
Spring-fed water flows into the waterways around this location, which is filled with tube chutes, rides, tube slides and pools.
You can ride the swells in a wave pool or fly high on one of two
water coasters. Have a family picnic at one of the shaded picnic
tables all around the park. Daily admission: $38.99 to $54.99.
Corpus Christi
This location sets itself apart from all others with a 2-mile
river system that has four distinct flavors: lazy, rapid, wavy and
wild. Much like a real Texas river, it features sections of everything from a relaxing float to fun rapids, along with extras like
two uphill water coasters and an inland surfing experience. Daily
admission: $28.99 to $39.99.
South Padre Island
Have a splash indoors or out at this location. Outside, you’ll
find a river system that connects to most all of the water rides,
allowing you to stay in your tube all day if you like. A short walkway connects the outdoor park with the indoor facility, where
you’ll find kids playgrounds, slides and water coasters. Daily
admission: $38.99 to $50.99. Online: www.schlitterbahn.com.

The FlowRider uses a
simulated wave machine
to bring the excitement of
surfing to central Texas.

TYPHOON TEXAS WATERPARK
There are two Typhoon Texas locations: Katy, outside Houston,
and Pflugerville, outside Austin.
Katy
The Typhoon Texas Houston park boasts 11 water features,
including a 375,000-gallon pool that generates waves up to 3
feet tall every 10 minutes. The Twister is a family raft ride combining a winding waterslide and white-water rafting — the first
of its kind.
Austin
Somewhat smaller than the park in Katy, Typhoon Texas Austin
has eight water features ranging from a relaxing float down the
Lazy T River to the excitement and thrills of tube shoots, winding
turns and free falls. Daily admission: $16.99 and up. Online:
www.typhoontexas.com.
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Deep in the art of Texas

Annual festival showcases state’s best artists
BY JOHN CLAYTON

Facts about the Texas
Arts & Crafts Fair
Sept. 28-29
Hill Country Arts Foundation
130 Point Theater Road, Ingram

E

ach September, the grounds of the
Hill Country Arts Foundation turns
into its own small, very talented

town.
The 43rd edition of the Texas Arts &
Crafts Festival is set for Sept. 28-29.
A small tent city will pop up at the Arts
Foundation, featuring more than 120
Texas-grown artists and artisans. “We
get artists from all categories of art, from
metal work to fine jewelry to furniture and
fiber,” says Wanda Cash, events director
for the Hill Country Arts Foundation. “But
what makes this really special to us is all
the artists must be Texas residents.”
The Texas Legislature designated the
event as the official state arts and crafts
fair after its debut in 1972. For its first 30
years, the festival took place on the campus of Schreiner University. It eventually
moved to the Arts Foundation’s 13-acre
property in Ingram.
Since then, the festival has continued
to grow in size and stature. “We say it’s
a homegrown show, but when we say
‘homegrown,’ we don’t mean to imply it’s
a raggedy craft show,” Cash says. “It’s
fine art. It’s a juried show. Artists must
apply and submit their work for approval.
And we’re picky.”
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Online: txartsandcraftsfair.com
The event also allows the 60-year-old
Hill Country Arts Foundation to showcase
its facility, which includes a replica of
Stonehenge and performance stages that
will showcase Texas-based musicians over
the weekend. The “Exploration Zone” is
designed to educate as well as entertain.
A young lady creates her
own chalk drawing at one
of the interactive booths.

“A great part of the fair is its educational components,” Cash says. “Some
people who come in can show how they
create their art, such as some of the weavers and spinners, who set up their looms.
It’s an opportunity to preserve some of
these wonderful crafts that have been lost
over the years. We also have kids make art
themselves, too, so it becomes an exploration for them. It becomes more than an
exhibit.”

Admission: $10 per person, $5 for
students, 12 and under admitted free
More than 200 volunteers help
produce the fair, featuring around 120
Texas artists, crafts makers, musicians
and demonstrators.
Fun activities for kids and adults
include Doug Baum’s Texas Camel
Corps.
The Hill Country Arts Foundation is
celebrating its 60th anniversary as
a member-supported organization
relying primarily on membership
pledges and grant funding to support
its programs.
Cash says rain hampered last year’s festival, but it did little to dampen the spirits
of those in attendance. “The artists were
happy to be here. People kept on coming,
and they kept buying art,” she says. Minus
the rainfall, Cash says she is hoping for
more of the same this year.
“People have a chance to wander the
grounds that back up to the Guadalupe
River and experience some great art,” she
says. “It’s just a great weekend, especially
with the smell of funnel cakes in the
air.” 
HCTC

TECH TIPS

POWER ON

Kerry Sutton

YOU’RE INVITED!
WHAT: Lunch & Learn
WHEN: First Wednesday of
each month
TIME: Noon-1 p.m.
LOCATION: HCTC
Community Room
PHOTOSHOP SERIES
JULY TOPIC:
Being creative with
Photoshop
AUGUST TOPIC:
Managing online photo
galleries

Guarding against a surge

A

ll big-ticket pieces of
electronic equipment are
at the mercy of power
spikes: your desktop computer,
your big-screen TV, your
audio system and more.
Fortunately, surge protectors offer relatively lowcost solutions that can
help keep your gear and
your data safe.
POWER STRIPS

DEVICE OF THE MONTH

The most basic models of power strips
offer little surge protection. So, consider them
as nothing more than multi-outlet extension
cords. While often equipped with a circuit
breaker, they aren’t very effective in shielding
your gadgets from harm. A true surge protector comes with a rating, typically measured
in joules, that shows how much energy it can
absorb before failing. Generally, a strip with
a higher joule rating will offer greater protection.

SURGE PROTECTOR
The website Wirecutter
spent more than 100 hours
testing surge protectors
to come up with its
recommendations. Their
top pick is the Tripp Lite
12-Outlet Surge Protector,
which features plenty
of outlets, coaxial and
telephone connectors, an
8-foot cord, a right-angled
flat plug that doesn’t jut
out from the wall, and the
important auto-shutoff
feature. Price: $37 on
Amazon.
HCTC

Surge protectors come in many shapes and
sizes, ranging from a large block with more
than a dozen connectors to a single-outlet
travel version. Consider a joule rating of 2,000
and above for your expensive or delicate equipment. Any wire that goes into your devices
can produce a power surge, so a good surge
protector for your home office will also include
connections for a phone line or network cables.
For your cable system or TV, some surge
protectors also come with a coaxial cable connection.
Surge protectors work by absorbing excess
voltage, so protection will degrade over time,
depending on how much voltage has been
absorbed. Once that protection is gone, it’s

gone. While some devices have lights that indicate they are no longer working as intended,
they are impossible to see when they’re behind
the furniture. So, make sure you choose a surge
protector with an auto-shutoff feature. Once
it is unable to provide protection, the surge
protector will stop providing power.

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY
Commonly known as a UPS, uninterruptible
power supplies offer surge protection and keep
your equipment working when the power goes
out. A blackout won’t damage your devices,
but if a sudden power outage occurs while
you’re saving a computer file, it can lead to
data corruption and render the file inaccessible.
A UPS can buy enough time to save files and
shut down equipment properly.
A UPS, however, cannot take the place of a
generator for long-term use during an outage.
It’s still a battery, and its cost is typically tied
to its capacity for providing power. If you only
need enough time to save your work or power
your internet for an hour, there are options
starting under $100 that can do the job.
Whatever you choose, a surge protector
is a wise investment that more than pays for
itself. 
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THE IMPACT OF BROADBAND: MAKERS EDITION

MAKING ART
and a living

How the internet helps
creative people thrive

BY JEN CALHOUN

F

or centuries, artists
gathered in big cities to
share ideas, sell their
art and connect with other
creatives. But with greater
access to faster internet, more
and more creative people are
choosing to live in rural areas
where the cost of living is low
and connectivity is just a click
away.
Take John George Larson, for example. He, an accomplished sculptor and
painter from rural Minnesota, chose to
live with his family in a nearly centuryold farmhouse about three hours east of
Minneapolis. “Part of my process as a
ceramic sculptor involves working with a
kiln that uses wood as fuel,” Larson says.
“These kilns are kind of dirty and large,
and I can’t really do that in a residential
area.”

INTERNET EQUALS OPPORTUNITY
Larson is one of a growing number of
rural residents who use the internet to help
fuel creative careers. From candlemakers
to photographers to musicians, millions
of people have found a way to share their
talents and make a living online.
According to a recent article on the
website The Motley Fool, Etsy, the online
marketplace that offers artisans and
10 | July/August 2019

Cynthia Parsons, who lives
in rural Alabama, uses
her YouTube channel to
provide instructional videos,
inspiration and more.

crafters a place to sell their handmade
items, continues to grow. Revenue in its
fourth quarter of 2018 came in at $200
million — an increase of more than $63
million from the previous year’s fourth
quarter. The company’s chief executive
officer, Josh Silverman, expects more
increases through 2019.
If it sounds unbelievable that artists are
no longer mostly starving, think again,
says Mark McGuinness, a poet, podcaster
and creative coach. The internet has not
only opened doors to creativity, but it’s
also opened the doors for artists of all
kinds. Period.

While sculptor and painter John George Larson
lives a rural lifestyle outside Minneapolis, the
internet connects him to other creatives.

“We are now living at a time of
unprecedented opportunity for artists
and creative professionals,” McGuinness
writes in a blog post on his website,
wishfulthinking.com. “Once upon a time,
if you wanted to get your work in front
of an audience, you had to submit it to
an editor, agent, manager, curator, talent
scout, whoever. A gatekeeper who had
the power to open the gate and usher you
through, or slam it in your face.”
The gateway shouldn’t close anytime
soon, either. According to the 2018 Global
Digital report, more than 4 billion people
around the world now use the internet,
making the possibility of sharing ideas and
selling creative goods greater than ever
before. Today, musicians from Texas can
share music or give lessons to someone in
Tanzania. Folk artists in Alabama can sell
paintings to a collector in Albania.

COUNTRY IS COOL AGAIN
For Larson, a rural area offers other benefits. His work requires some solitude, not
to mention the natural clay found in the
area where he lives. “I don’t use that clay
in all my work, but I try to incorporate
it as much as possible,” he says. “That’s
kind of a big reason why we chose to live
in a rural area.”
But Larson, who studied ceramics
at Utah State University and under the
tutelage of a sculptor in Japan, is far from
being isolated from other artists or even
art buyers. Thanks to a fast fiber optic
internet connection provided by a rural
broadband company, he learns new things
and explores new ideas every day through
online articles. He also connects with
others and showcases his craft through his
Instagram account, @johngeorgelarson,
and his website, johngeorgelarson.com.
“When we moved here, we didn’t realize this kind of high-speed internet was
already offered at the house,” Larson says.
“I don’t even think I realized how important it would be until after we started using
it. Now, we use it every day, all the time.
I use it for research for my own work or
commission work that I do for other people and businesses. I read a lot of research

articles about different topics, and it helps
me develop a project or a design.”
While marketing his work used to tire
him, Larson is finding ways to make art
through apps. “I just started doing animation of my artwork on Instagram,” he says.
“One of the things I’ve been thinking of
lately is motion and movement in my
work. Some of my pieces are made to be
viewed from a variety of different angles.
So, if you place them on a shelf one way,
they’ll look different than if you place
them another way. It’s an allegory for our
lives and human experience because we
can experience life from different perspectives.”

SPREADING THE WORD
Cynthia Parsons, an award-winning artist and painter who lives in a rural region
of northern Alabama, says the internet has
opened a whole world of connectivity and
possibility.
On her YouTube channel, Open Art
Studio of Cynthia Parsons, she offers
videos of students working through challenges during class or clips of cotton fields
at sunset so others can paint them. She
might film a farmer harvesting his corn or
make an instructional video about how to
save old watercolor paint. She also records
regular videos of her son, Elbert, as he
recovers from an injury that nearly took
his life years ago.
Parsons, who regularly sells her artwork
and has taught classes everywhere from
Birmingham, Alabama, to France, believes
art is everywhere. “You can’t look through
your eyes and not see art or the potential of some kind of creation,” she says.
“It might be someone doing crafts and
using popsicle sticks or carving a bar of
soap. All those things are art, and all that
creative energy we use when we do it
resounds through the universe.”
Parsons finds joy in moving her work
and the work of others through time,
space and physical boundaries. “For me,
the internet is about sharing,” she says.
“That’s what it’s been able to do for me. It
lets me share these moments of decisionmaking from my students. The videos of

my students are about one minute or two
minutes or maybe three. When I show
people what they’re dealing with, it lets
others see how they might solve any
problems they might be having with their
work.” 

Get creative
Creative industries and people make
jobs for Americans. Here are a few
facts:
• The value of arts and cultural
production in America in 2015 was
$763.6 billion, amounting to 4.2%
of the gross domestic product.
The arts contribute more to the
national economy than do the
construction, mining, utilities,
insurance, and accommodation
and food services industries.
• Artists are highly entrepreneurial.
They are 3.5 times more likely than
the total U.S. workforce to be selfemployed.
• Arts and cultural goods and
services drive industries primarily
focused on producing copyrighted
content, accounting for just over
half of their combined $1.17 billion
value.
• 97% of U.S. employers say
creativity is increasingly important
to them. Of the employers looking
to hire creatives, 85% say they are
unable to find the applicants they
seek.
Sources: National Endowment for the
Arts, Artists and Arts Workers in the United
States, 2011, The Conference Board, Ready
to Innovate, 2008, National Endowment for
the Arts, The Arts Contribute More Than
$760 Billion to the U.S. Economy, and U.S.,
Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Economic Analysis, Value Added by Industry
as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product,
2017, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Data for 1998-2015, 2018
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Exotic animals create
a unique experience
Star S Ranch offers hunters a
one-of-a-kind opportunity
BY SHANNON CLINTON

S

prawled across 14,000 acres, Star S
Ranch in Mason provides visiting
hunters with the experience of
hunting exotic game animals without
having to leave the U.S.
The ranch welcomes about 180 hunters
annually, along with visitors who simply
want a firsthand view of the ranch’s operations. Wildlife Manager Cody Garrett says
that so far this season, clients have come
from 11 states as well as Mexico and as far
away as Shanghai.
The Bill and Gay Scott family have
owned the ranch along the James River in
Mason County for more than two decades,
and commercial hunting began about six
years ago, Garrett says. More than 30 species can be found there, including kudu,
bongo and sable antelope, ibex, a type of
wild goat called markhor, gemsbok, wildebeest, and zebra, along with native whitetail deer and turkey. There is an extensive
network of roads and trails throughout the
property, and the ranch even has its own
airport. “They want this to be the premiere
destination,” Garrett says.

strictly manage,” Garrett says. “It’s not
just hunting, but it’s also conservation
and breeding, and we’re constantly doing
research right here in Mason, Texas, about
what can be done with the genetics of
these animals. It’s pretty impressive.”
Also impressive is the fact that just eight
full-time and six or so part-time workers
oversee the ranch day to day, and reliable
communication is essential when they
need to speak with one another from out
on the ranch or inside the different facilities on-site, including the main lodge, family home, deer barn and several employee
homes.
HCTC was able to help with cell service
and Wi-Fi access points installed on poles
around the ranch. “We installed a radio
tower on the ranch, and HCTC actually
ran fiber, and some of that was so we

could get internet and cellphone service to
different facilities on the ranch,” Garrett
says. “It was about trying to improve communication.”
Internet access is crucial to recordkeeping and data for the ranch’s breeding program, and Garrett says being able to pull
up that information from anywhere on the
ranch is important. Along with managing
herds, ranch staff spends a large portion
of the year managing pastures, inspecting
them, determining their potential and prescribing controlled burns when necessary,
always striving to improve the availability
of vegetation for the animals year-round.
At certain times of the year, animals get
supplemental feed, depending on how the
winter was, Garrett says. Food can include
pellet protein, corn, alfalfa and coastal
hay.

The lodge at Star S Ranch is a
sportsman’s paradise.

MANAGING THE HERD
Star S Ranch’s deer breeding program
utilizes six different pastures and 26
breeding pens, and the ranch is known for
its exceptional deer specimens. Its busiest
hunting season runs September through
February.
“Everything that you find is in large
breeding herds, and all of them we very
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The ranch offers limited-availability hunting stays of three days
with two nights of lodging on-site, and hunts are guided. Guests
can arrive solo or with a group that shares a lodge together.
“It’s on a limited availability because everything we hunt on the
ranch we raise on the ranch, so I sort of have a quota for species
each year,” Garrett says. “We never overhunt a species. We’re
extremely particular about which age an animal is harvested.”
Magnolia, Arkansas, resident Mike Davis has made the eighthour trek from his home to Star S Ranch each fall and every other
spring for the past five or six years after a taxidermist friend suggested he book a hunt there.
An African kudu peers out of the
brush at Star S Ranch.

HCTC

A GOOD HUNT
He describes his hunting experiences there as both challenging
and rewarding. “I’ve taken my two daughters, but typically I go
by myself,” he says. “The quality of the animals is excellent. The
hunting for the exotic animals that are there is as fair chase as
you will find pretty much anywhere in the state of Texas, I would
say. You have to hunt for the animals — they’re not around every
bush. There’s a lot of heavy cover on that ranch. There’s not a lot
of big open areas where you can see animals from far off.”
Davis said his hunting trips have been successful about 70%
of the time, and one of the most memorable animals he harvested
was an axis deer. Earlier this year, he harvested an impressive
12-point buck with 10 points up and double drop tines.
Another repeat guest to the ranch is Phoenix, Arizona, resident
and Outdoor Channel TV Host and Producer Dave Watson, who’s
been coming to hunt whitetail deer once a year at the ranch for
the past four years after meeting ranch management at past hunts
elsewhere. Watson has created and produced hunting-themed
television shows, including “Secrets of the Hunt,” “Bushnell
Outdoors,” “Cabela’s Memories in the Field,” “Track and Trail
Adventures With Wally Dallenbach” and “The Journey.”
“The Star S Ranch is the pinnacle of Texas hunting — the
lodge, the accommodations, the meals and the animals are the
best you’re going to find,” Watson says. “We’ve been successful
on every visit to the Star S Ranch.”
Garrett says future plans for the ranch include advancing its
breeding programs and staying ahead of the industry to develop
the best quality and most healthy animals possible. Having
worked on ranches most of his life, Garrett says he’s always had
a passion for the outdoors and wildlife, and there’s no other place
where he’d be able to have such hands-on experience working
toward animals’ health, growth and development.
He credits the Scott family for the work they’ve done to
conscientiously raise exotic animals and expose others to them.
“They’ve certainly worked hard for it, and they deserve all the
credit,” he says. 
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SOUTHWEST KITCHENS

A hot topic

Enjoy the renowned Hatch chiles

S

ome of the best
chile peppers
in the world
grow in Hatch, New
Mexico. With its dry
air and warm climate,
it’s the ideal place for
growing the worldfamous chiles.

Markets around the country
tout these peppers’ presence
every fall, and eager cooks
anxiously await their appearance. Hatch farmers work doggedly to harvest the millions of
pounds sold every year.
“God only knows what
makes them so special,” says
local resident June Rutherford.
“It’s the climate, the soil, the
water. Who knows? All I know
is that they have a different
taste from all other peppers.”
Rutherford grew up in Hatch
and married Jim Rutherford,
now deceased, when she was
17. He was two years her
senior, and the couple settled
into a life of chile farming.
Not only did they grow peppers, but they also worked to
develop new varieties. At the
time of Jim’s death in 1970,
the Rutherfords were working
on a new chile pepper. After
his passing, June and their son,
Jimmy, continued the work,
and they were soon growing
Big Jim chile peppers, large,
green peppers that farmers
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around the region now grow.
They’re perfect for stuffing
with cheese to make one of
June’s favorite dishes, chile
rellenos.
Now well into her 90s but
as spry as any 50-year-old,
Rutherford doesn’t cook as
much as she once did, but there
was a time when winning chile
cooking contests were as common to her as picking a peck of
peppers. “I’d always win those
cooking contests,” she says.
She garnered plenty of local
attention for her cooking,
but PBS also took notice and
filmed a show about her. “I
almost got national fame with
that one,” she says. “I ground
up some smoked turkey and
stuffed it in a Big Jim chile
with some mozzarella. Boy,
that was good. They even
served them at a restaurant up
in Albuquerque.”
In Hatch, chile is a cult unto
itself. Just visit during the first
part of September when the
small town, with a population of under 2,000, swells by
massive proportions to become
one of the largest in southern
New Mexico as crowds, some
30,000 strong, flock in for the
annual Hatch Chile Festival.
Drive through town, and you’ll
find block after block of chiles
turning in fiery roasters and
stores laden with ristras —
strings of chile pods, dried
and reddened — hanging from
soffits and rafters.

June Rutherford and her
husband, Jim, who is now
deceased, spent their lives
farming New Mexico chiles.

Counting on her fingers,
Rutherford calls off the names
of chiles — about a dozen in
all. Her favorite, naturally, is
the mild Big Jim, but she’s
also partial to New Mexico
6-4, another type of mild chile.
“I’m old now, so I can’t eat the
hot ones like I used to,” she
adds.
Chile festival weekend is
“the busiest time of year in
Hatch, with everyone running
around,” says Hatch native
Sergio Grajeda, who works
at Hatch Chile Market. This
is one of several stores where
chiles, ranging from the mildest — “Those are like candy,”
Grajeda says — to the spiciest,
sell like hotcakes.
The festival, which pays
homage to the state’s official
fruit, is also the stage for the
crowning of the Red Chile
Queen and the Green Chile

Queen. It offers a carnival
atmosphere with rides and
games for families. T-shirts
and other chile baubles are
available, and the official
“Taste of Hatch” cookbooks,
which the Hatch Valley Chile
Festival Committee produces,
are for sale to make their
way into kitchens across the
country. For your own copy
and more information about
the annual September family
festival that draws chile lovers
from around the world, log
onto www.hatchchilefest.com.

FOOD EDITOR
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TENNESSEE.

Chile
Rellenos

HOW TO
ROAST CHILES
Position a rack 4-6 inches below the
heating element of your broiler and
preheat to high or 450 F.
Wash and dry the chiles, then place
them in a single layer on a foil-lined
baking sheet. Place under broiler and
roast on one side 3-5 minutes or until
about half the skin is charred and
blistered. Flip and roast the other side.

CHILE RELLENOS
6
1/2
4
1/2
1

big green chiles
pound Monterey Jack cheese
eggs, separated
cup flour
cup oil

Roast chiles, then peel. Do not remove
stems. Dry chiles with paper towels, then
cut a small slit on each one. Cut cheese
into 6 long sticks and place a stick in
each chile. Beat egg whites in medium
bowl until stiff. Slightly beat egg yolks.
Mix yolks with whites. Roll chiles in
flour, then dip in egg mixture. Fry in hot
oil until golden brown. Drain on paper
towels before serving. Tip: Serve rellenos
smothered with red or green chile
sauce.

SIMPLE SALSA
2
1
4
1/4

fresh green chile peppers
cup chopped onions
large tomatoes, chopped
teaspoon garlic salt

Combine ingredients and mix to blend
flavors. Serve with tortilla or corn chips.

ZESTY LABOR DAY SALAD

Remove the chiles from the broiler and
place them in a food-safe plastic bag.
Close the bag and let stand for 10-15
minutes. The steam will help loosen the
peel from the chiles.

2 (15 1/4-ounce) cans shoepeg
		 corn, drained
2 green onions, thinly chopped
1 large tomato, chopped and
		drained
1 cup roasted and diced Big Jim
		 Hatch chiles
1 bottle zesty Italian dressing
Combine corn, onions, tomato and
chiles. Add enough dressing to bind
ingredients. Refrigerate overnight,
adding more dressing as needed.

STUFFED JALAPENOS
12-15 fresh jalapeno peppers
1 (8-ounce) package cream cheese
1 package bacon
Wash and dry peppers, then cut them
lengthwise to remove seeds and
veins. Spread cream cheese into the
jalapeno “shells.” Slice bacon strips in
half and wrap each shell with a half
slice of bacon. Place on baking sheet
and bake at 350 F for 30-40 minutes or
until bacon is cooked. Serve as a tasty
appetizer or snack. 
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